
UPDATE ON COVID-19 CONTAINMENT PROGRESS IN SIERRA LEONE

Good morning to all our Friends, Partners and Benefactors,

The situation of covid-19 spread and containment remains unstable. As at this moment, there is free movements in country, we do not know yet what will happen in the next few weeks especially when schools are on and some communities organizes funerals and huge crowds are encouraged without following the precautions. Below is the overview of our current situation analysis.

Sierra Leone Overview as at July 12, 2020
- TOTAL CONFIRMED = 1,635
- TOTAL RECOVERED = 1,154
- TOTAL DEATH = 63
- FATALITY RATE OF TOTAL CASES= 3.9%
- RECOVERY RATE OF TOTAL CASES= 70.5%
- CRITICAL CASES TREATED IN ICU= 0 (0.0%) OF TOTAL CASES
- DAILY CASES RECEIVING TREATMENT= 418(25.6%) OF TOTAL CASES

PAST 7 DAYS CHART

DAILY INCIDENCE

GENERAL INFORMATION UPDATE
- Medical officers are on strike
- Nurses have announced also strike for so many demands
• Freetown remains the epicentre for covid-19
• All staff and families of staff are doing fine in our centres.
• Covid-19 restrictions lifted- worship houses and airport effective 13th and 22nd JULY 2020 respectively
• The hospital and clinic are open and continues to provide the routine services which are non covid, yet continue to screen patients for covid-19 without testing as this is not available.

SOME MEMORABLE EVENTS
• Wheel chair donations took place at our hospital to three school kids who needed support. The hospital donated three wooden chairs received from the USA to help these kids go to school with little difficulties
• Visit by Goal Sierra Leone to our centre in Lungi. It was on Thursday last week when GOAL Sierra Leone paid an assessment visit tour centre in Lungi. This visit originated from a project of rehabilitation of the infrastructures of the clinic fast tracked by the St. John of God development Company, Ireland. We hope to receive a helping hand from GAOSL Sierra Leone as the buildings of the centre are in bad shape and needs urgent attention.
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